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CRANE BOOM LOADING 

These safety rules prepared by D. D. Krass, Hydro-Electric 
Power Commission, were reprinted fromaCONSTURCTIONSAFE-
TY RELEASE published by the National Safety Council, 425 North 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111. 60611. 

Hazardous loading of crane booms, which could lead to either over
turning the crane or to buckling the boom, can be avoided if you under
stand crane ratings. Every construction crane should be provided with 
chart showing its rated capacity. This rated capacity can be safely 
handled if you pay attention to the following points: 

1. The safe load depends upon the boom length and the radius. Make 
sure that you know what length of boom you are using. Remember 
that radius is measured from the center or rotation, hot from the 
boom foot pin. 

2. The published load does not include the weight of the hook or 
materials handling devices. Subtract the weight of equalizer jibs, 
concrete buckets, or jib extension from the rated loads to de
termine the weight of material that can be handled. 

3. Ratings are based on operating on firm ground, and in the case 
of mobile cranes, with the outriggers fully extended. Make sure 
that the crane is not operating on ground that is too soft with 
out-riggers that are not properly blocked and extended. 

4. Ratings are based on operating on level ground. Operating on 
grades increases boom stresses. If you pick up a load on the high 
side of a slope and swing to the low side, the radius will increase 
and can cause the crane to tip. If operating at high boom angles, 
swing from the low side to the high side can cause the boom to 
collapse over the cab. 

5. Avoid fast operations. Fast swings cause the load to swing out, 
thus increasing the radius. Rapid hoisting or braking of the load 
increases the boom stresses and can overload the rigging. 

6. Do not handle heavy loads with a large surface area when there 
are high winds. Wind gusts can create an instability condition. 

7. Make sure the crane is properly rigged, that it has the correct 
counterweight, the proper boom, the right boom mounting position, 
the gantry properly rigged, and has adequate parts of line. 

8. Avoid traveling with a heavy load. The boom is subjected to shock 
and bending stresses if moving over uneven ground and swinging 
of the load creates inertia forces which can cause collapse of the 
boom. 
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9. Do not use a crane with a bent or damaged boom. Booms must be 
straight and in good repair. 

10. If in doubt as to the ability of a machine to lift a load make sure 
that you attempt the lift in the most stable position. For example, 
with a truck crane, pick the load up over the rear where stability 
is greatest and then boom up before swinging over the side. 

There are many safety devices available (such as overload indicators, 
boom back stops and level indicators) but in terms of reducing hazards, 
there is still a requirment for all crane users to understand load rating 
and to exercise intelligence, care, and common sense. 


